GREEN WORLD N® SHIPPING SPECIFICATIONS
CAN SIZE
66mm x 218mm

CASE WEIGHT
13.2 lbs

CASE COUNT
12 cans

PALLET COUNT
72 cases

438-5906

438-5909

GREEN WORLD N® Glass Cleaner

GREEN WORLD N® Stainless Steel Cleaner and Polish

Net Wt 14 oz (396 g)

Net Wt 14 oz (396 g)

0% VOCs

0% VOCs

Cleans and shines windows, mirrors, doors, windshields, glass TV
screens and computer monitors, and other glass, plastic and
plexiglass surfaces.

Cleans and shines stainless steel without scratching. Ends water spotting.
Leaves no greasy film. Maintains the original finish of stainless steel and
other metals. Cleans metal kitchen equipment and drinking fountains. Use
on stainless steel and most other metals, including aluminum, chrome,
zinc and mild steel.

UPC SYMBOL - 0 10228 35906 4

UPC SYMBOL - 0 10228 35909 5
438-5907

GREEN WORLD N® All-Purpose Cleaner
Net Wt 14 oz (396 g)

438-5910

GREEN WORLD N® Furniture Cleaner and Polish

0% VOCs

Net Wt 14 oz (396 g)

Cleans dirt, grease and oily grime from appliances, counters and
other hard surfaces in the kitchen, bathroom and other rooms. Use
on porcelain, ceramic tile, sealed granite, terrazzo, plastic,
stainless steel, chrome, etc.

0% VOCs

UPC SYMBOL - 0 10228 35907 1

UPC SYMBOL - 0 10228 35910 1

438-5908

GREEN WORLD N® Dust and Mop Treatment
Net Wt 14 oz (396 g)

438-5911

GREEN WORLD N® Bathroom and Tile Cleaner
Net Wt 14 oz (396 g)

0% VOCs
Treated dust cloths and dust mops pick up and hold dust; never
scatter it. They restore the sheen to furniture and floors and extend the
life and lustre of wax applications. Makes maintenance of painted and
polished surfaces easier, simpler and faster.
UPC SYMBOL - 0 10228 35908 8

Picks up and holds dust; never scatters it. Restores the sheen to wood
furniture and paneling as it cleans, extending the life and lustre of the finish.
Deep cleans, polishes and conditions all finished wood surfaces.

1% VOCs
Cleans bathroom surfaces, removing soap scum, film, smudges and smears.
Use on bathtubs, showers, toilet seats and exterior bowl surfaces, sinks,
countertops, plastic and ceramic tile, porcelain, glass, chrome, windowsills,
and vinyl and plastic surfaces.
UPC SYMBOL - 0 10228 35911 8

GREEN WORLD N® containers are made with a minimum of 25 percent recycled steel
and are 100 percent recyclable in communities that accept aerosol cans for recycling.

Want to know more
about Green World N®?

Scan Here!
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